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Project overview

Storyhaven is an immersive storytelling experience for use in the classroom
with children aged 8-12 years old that blends group and lone reading
experiences, table-top roleplaying and live-streamed or recorded theatrical
performances by an actor playing a character from the narrative to bring boost
children’s creative writing, love of reading, and mental wellbeing.

Storyhaven’s main engagement is driven by a richly illustrated reading game
that can be played on mobiles, tablets or computers. It allows children to
design their own characters and then navigate their path through the story in
teams, talking decisions over together in a way that builds social skills of
negotiation and compromise, peer-group integration and mental wellbeing.

Opportunities for children’s creative writing are built into the storyline, so that
these writing tasks make sense and have real purpose for children within the
experience. These literacy-building tasks take the form of a richly visual series
of worksheets or journal pages that can be printed off for the classroom. As
the children progress through the story they compile these worksheets into
their adventure journal to increase their ownership of the experience and to
produce a tangible literacy achievement by its end, which they might take
home and share with family and friends.

The storyline incorporates story writing tasks, in which the children rewrite the
stories they have saved during gameplay. The theatrical event of them
sending their stories back to the present through the time portal is simulated
through recorded video performances by an actor playing the story shaman
bringing the children’s roleplaying thrillingly to life. For the children, seeing
their creativity reflected by a theatre professional will create an inspiring sense
of artistic collaboration and having their creativity taken seriously.

These social group interactions in the classroom will then be extended into
children’s domestic spheres through opportunities for further private reading
experiences within the story world at home. This harnesses peer group power
to encourage real changes in reading and literacy habits away from school,
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which could be transformative for reluctant readers and children from
underprivileged backgrounds.

All the reading and writing activities work towards learning objectives from the
National Curriculum English Programme of Study: Key Stage 2. The
development of pupil’s reading habits and love of books contributes to higher
attainment in the end of Key stage 2 tests in English grammar, punctuation
and spelling; and the adventure journal that each child compiles throughout
the experience will provide a rich source of evidence for ‘pupil can statements’
in statutory teacher assessments at the end of Key Stage 2.
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The story:

Deep into Earth’s next ice age, stories have become the fuel for life. In the
remote outpost of Storyhaven the townsfolk huddle in their homes, telling tales
around the glowing crystals of the fablehearths that keep them warm and alive
on the frozen wastes.

But now this precious resource is
dwindling. A strange amnesia is
infecting the minds of young and
old. The families of Storyhaven
are forgetting their tales.
Eventually, they even forget
themselves, stumbling out into the
blizzards, never to return.

There are rumours of an ancient
evil stirring in the glaciers, bent on
Storyhaven’s ruin. Soon there will
be none left who remember the
old stories. Deprived of their fuel
the fablehearths will go out, the
ice will creep back in and the remaining families will perish in their beds.

In a last desperate roll of the dice, Storyhaven’s scientists develop a perilous
means of time travel to allow their most intrepid explorers to journey back into
the past to before the amnesia took hold. Their mission: to recover the town’s
stories and send them back to the present to keep the townsfolk alive until the
mystery of the amnesia can be solved…
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Summary of hours of class time & schedule

All class hours are the minimum necessary with further optional
extensions highlighted in the lesson plans. Hours might be spread out
over 1-3 weeks.

Preparatory work ahead of starting the game

1 hour of class time to initiate immersion in the storyline, read the
prologue and rulebook, assign teams, help children design their player
characters and write their backstories.

1 hour of class time for pupils to make their adventure journals
(cardboard, string, brown tissue paper, paint).

Gameplay

7.5 hours of class time to play the episodes of the reading game,
experience the recorded performance sessions with the actor, and carry
out the creative writing tasks. Each episode takes around 2 hours, but
this is necessarily approximate, because different teams will move
through the narrative at different speeds, depending on how long they
spend discussing their choices and how fast they read aloud.

1-2 hours of homework to explore lone adventuring episode 2 of the
reading game at home. If Ss do not do this, they can still continue with
gameplay, but will miss out on chances to buy useful equipment.

Minimum hours necessary: 9.5 hours of class time, 1-2 hours of
homework over 1-4 weeks.
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How the hours break down

● Preparation ahead of starting the game

Lesson
plan
number

Class time Activities

Lesson
plan 1

1 hour ● initiate immersion in the story
● read the rulebook and check

understanding of the game rules
● assign teams
● help Ss design their player

characters

Lesson
plan 2

1 hour

* Could also be done
separately before
starting the experience

● Ss make their faux leather
adventure journals (cardboard &
painted tissue paper)

● Gameplay

Lesson
plan
number

Class time Activities

Lesson
plan 3

2-3 hours ● Ss play episode 1 in teams
● Ss complete associated

worksheet journal pages
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(best divided into 2
sessions of 1hr30
mins each)

Lesson
plan 3

1-2 hours

HOMEWORK

(can be set over
various days)

● at home Ss play lone
adventuring episode 2

● Ss complete optional
worksheet journal pages

Lesson
plan 4

1 hour 30 mins ● Ss rewrite the story they saved
during episode 1

Lesson
plan 5

1 hour ● Ss deliver their stories to an
actor playing a story shaman
via an immersive recorded
performance session in the
classroom.

Lesson
plan 6

2-3 hours

(best divided into 2
sessions of 1hr30
mins each)

● Ss play episode 3 in teams to
the end of the game

● Ss complete associated
worksheet journal pages
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Teaching materials
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Lesson plan 1 - (1 hour)

Objectives:

● Initiate immersion in the story by reading the prologue
● Assign teams of 5 students (Ss) for duration of gameplay
● Help children design their player characters

Teaching Materials needed:

❏ Storyhaven Powerpoint for showing on an IWB. This should be
open when students enter the classroom with the lights dimmed
and the sound effect of howling wind playing.

❏ Class set of tablets - one per S or as many as possible for this
lesson as Ss will read the PDFs and web pages individually during
character creation (for later lessons only 3 per team needed).

❏ Rulebook PDF, Prologue PDF, Character creation PDF to be
read out loud together from the IWB as a whole class activity or
individually from the tablets.

❏ Maps of the town (one per S).

❏ Crystal story runes.

❏ Worksheet journal pages 1-4, one of each per student plus
spares. To be printed off in colour as two A5 pages per A4 sheet
(see printing instructions p. 60) and then guillotined in half.

NB: steps are labelled as ‘Essential’ to the experience or ‘Optional’
extensions. Difficult vocabulary to be checked for comprehension is
highlighted in pink.
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Lesson step &
timing

Materials
needed

Procedure

1)

Initiate
immersion in
the story

Assign teams

Introduce story
world

Essential

20 mins

Storyhaven
Powerpoint

The map of
the town
(delivered by
project - one
per S).

● Have the lights dimmed when the students (Ss) enter the
classroom with the Storyhaven Powerpoint open on the
IWB at the front of the class to pg. 2, the Storyhaven
logo, with the sound effect of howling wind playing over
the classroom speakers (this should start on a series of
clicks from page 1).

● When ready, Teacher (T) explains that Storyhaven is the
name of a town. T asks Ss to close their eyes and try to
imagine what kind of town it is. Ss feedback their ideas to
class.

● T clicks to turn to pg. 3 of Storyhaven Powerpoint and
asks Ss questions to stimulate Ss preliminary imaginings
and expectations:

○ Where could this town be?
○ Is it a town in the past, present or future?
○ Why is it so cold there?
○ Why does it have a perimeter fence?
○ What are the brightly coloured objects outside the

town gates?
○ Who is the girl?
○ What is she doing?
○ Where is she going?
○ What kind of animals are pulling her sledge?

● T explains to Ss that Storyhaven is a game they are
going to play in teams in which they will be the heroes of
an adventure and make decisions together to try and
complete a mission.

● Divide Ss into 5 player teams and seat them around a
desk with a map of the town for each player and
emphasise the map is theirs to look after.

● T turns to pg. 4 of the Storyhaven Powerpoint, the map. T
calls out places and Ss race to find them on their own
map, point to them and raise their hand. Then T checks
understanding of vocabulary and what places are:

○ The Crystal Cavern. What is a cavern? A large
underground cave.
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○ The Shaman Ward - the area of the town where
the Shamans live. Shaman - like a witch doctor, a
member of a tribe or village who guides the
spiritual life of the community, often by performing
rituals in a trance-like state. In the game they are
the custodians of the town’s stories and the
guardians of the Crystal Cavern.

○ The Townhall. (What might happen here? A
community meeting place for the townsfolk.)

○ The Sledge Station. Sledge - a vehicle with rails
used in snowy places, often pulled by dogs. Check
also Veterinary Surgery: animal doctor.

○ The Mountain Glacier. What is a glacier? A mass
of ice and snow moving slowly down a mountain

2)

Further
immersion in
the story and
understanding
the rules of the
game

Essential

10 mins

Prologue
PDF

Character
creation
PDF

Rulebook
PDF
(all open on
IWB)

Sets of
Crystal Story
Runes and
pouch (one
per team
with 10
stones in).

● Open the Prologue PDF on the IWB.

● T reads the prologue to the class, modelling an exciting
storytelling tone of voice, with the Ss reading along on
the IWB, straight through to the end (“.. at half past
eventide.”) without stopping, to further immersion in the
storyline.

Once finished T can check understanding of difficult
vocabulary, only if needed.

● T reads Rulebook PDF as a whole class through to end
of pg. 3 “You will need to work together if you are to
succeed on your mission.”

● T gives each team a pouch with 10 crystal story runes in
to look at, while checking comprehension of the following
important story concept:

Crystal story runes: runestones are stones that have a
symbol engraved on them. Throughout human history
such stones have often been believed to hold
supernatural powers and can be used to reveal
knowledge about the world.

In the game, the story shamans award a set of 5 Crystal
Story Runes to any member of the town whose story
becomes popular and enters into Storyhaven legend.
Each of the Crystal Story Runes has a symbol that
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represents something important in that person’s story, so
that they will never forget their tale and always retell it in
enchanting new ways. It is these stones and the stories
they contain that are mysteriously disappearing from
Storyhaven, causing the terrible amnesia that is affecting
the town.

T collects the Crystal Story Runes back in, telling Ss they
will win them for their team through their gameplay.

● T explains that now the Ss have to create their player
characters.

T reads pg. 2 of Character creation.pdf as whole class
to ‘Step 1: Choose your guild’.

T checks understanding of concept of Town Guild: a
group of townsfolk who have the same profession or job.

3)

Ss create their
player
characters

Essential

30 mins

Character
creation
PDF

(open on
class set of
tablets - link
on students
webpage)

Worksheet
journal
pages 1-4

(printed off,
one of each
per Ss plus
spares)

OPTIONAL:
Boys First
Names, Girls
First Names,
Surnames,
docs, printed
one per
team, to aid

● T hands out tablets, one per Ss or as many as possible.

● Ss read the rest of the Character creation pdf
themselves in teams. T emphasises that they should take
it in turns to read out paragraphs/sections to the rest of
the team (this is an important dynamic for the whole
reading game). T should encourage Ss to guess more
difficult vocabulary from context, but if this is proving
inhibitive, one S from each team could be made The
Dictionary Master, in charge of interpreting the mystical
power of words for their companions.

● Ss complete the journal pages to design their characters
as they arise in the rulebook, labelled with these symbols,
which match those on the journal pages themselves:

● T circulates and helps with comprehension and provides
inspiration as Ss design their player characters. Journal
pages 1 & 2 will probably prove most popular; completion
of pages 3 & 4 can be kept for fast finishers or
undertaken gradually during the rest of the experience as
Ss become more familiar with the story world.

● There is a rich area of the website about the Town Guilds.
Ss should type storyhaven.app into browser or click on

https://storyhaven.app/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Boys-First-Names-Different-Cultures.docx
https://storyhaven.app/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Boys-First-Names-Different-Cultures.docx
https://storyhaven.app/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Girls-First-Names-Different-Cultures.docx
https://storyhaven.app/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Girls-First-Names-Different-Cultures.docx
https://storyhaven.app/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Surnames-Different-Cultures.docx
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character
creation.

webpage link on students’ page, then on Storyhaven
Town Guilds in top menu. There they will find the same
description of the guilds as the pdf, plus a gallery of
example guild characters that Ss might use for
inspiration.

End of class ● Ss could finish Worksheet journal pages 1-4 at home, but
T should ensure they are brought back as they will be
compiled into the adventure journal Ss will make in the
next lesson plan and referred back to throughout
gameplay. Journal pages 1-4 can also be worked on and
developed little by little in any spare moments during
subsequent gameplay.

● T should keep the maps and crystal story runes for safe
keeping

● T should note down teams as they will remain the same
for all classes of gameplay.

● T could ask teams to bring in some more props from
home to support gameplay in the next class. Props that
work well are:

○ old leather/fabric bags/ satchels/ rucksacks, one
per team, so that teams can use them as their
adventuring bag to keep their maps, crystal story
rune pouch, and gold in.

○ Old, out of circulation coins to simulate gold and a
pouch to keep them in.
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Lesson plan 2 - (1 hour - but might need drying times)

Could be undertaken in one class without faux leather effect, or 1 hour divided up
over 3 classes with faux leather effect, which needs some drying times incorporated
- this could be done over a longer time, even before the experience started or
alongside the following lessons of gameplay).

Objectives:

● Stimulate Ss ownership of the Storyhaven experience and its
literacy achievements

● Make Ss adventure journal for them to keep all of the worksheet
journal pages they complete during the experience

Teaching Materials needed:

❏ Storyhaven Powerpoint for showing on an IWB.
❏ SS’s completed journal pages from lesson 1

❏ Art & Craft materials to make the adventure journal:

❏ A4 white/brown card, thick enough to be a cover of a
journal. One per Ss with spares.

❏ A4 light brown/yellow card. One per S with spares
❏ White/brown/cream Tissue paper. Min 2 A4 sheets per S
❏ White liquid glue
❏ White gesso primer
❏ Brown paint
❏ Gold paint or gold marker pens (optional)
❏ Paintbrushes
❏ String / ribbon
❏ Gold fasteners/ split pins
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Lesson step &
timing

Materials
needed

Procedure

Initiate
immersion in
the story again
and review the
previous class

Essential

10 mins

Storyhaven
Powerpoint

List of craft
materials on
previous
page

● Have the lights dimmed when the students (Ss) enter the
classroom with the Storyhaven Powerpoint open on the
IWB at the front of the class to pg. 3, with the sound
effect of howling wind playing over the classroom
speakers (this should start when you turn from page 1). If
Ss like this, it can become a ritual, signalling entrance
into their roleplaying and the imaginative world. If the
wind sound gets too much, T can always turn down the
volume on the class speakers/amp.

● Review what the Ss remember about the story, the world
and the game.

○ Key points to elicit:

■ Storyhaven is a town in the next ice age
where life is fuelled by stories. Special
crystals that glow when stories are told
around them keep the town warm and free
of ice.

■ These crystals are given to townsfolk
whose stories become especially popular,
but now these crystals are being stolen, the
town is forgetting its stories and the ice is
encroaching into the town on all sides.

■ Ss will play the game of Storyhaven in
which they will become the heroes and try
to save the town.

■ Their mission is to travel back into the past
and secure the crystal runes of key
members of the town before they are
stolen. By rewriting the stories the runes
contain and sending them back to the
present through the shaman’s portal
Storyhaven will be able to tell its tales
again, charge up the town’s crystals and
fight back the ice.

● T explains that they are going to make their adventure
journal, which they will use to store all their information
about their characters, clues, and stories on their
mission.
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Making the
adventure
journal

Essential

50 mins

NB/ needs to
be split up
over different
sessions to
allow for
drying times.

If T wants it to
be completed
in one class,
omit the tissue
paper gluing
and painting
(steps in
green) and
use brown
card to start.

● One process of making a journal is as follows, although
any method of making a nice adventurey one is fine:

○ Ss fold white/brown A4 card in half to make A5
sized cover

○ Ss tear up tissue paper and use white liquid PVA
glue to paint scraps of tissue paper onto outside of
card (wrinkles and tears will create the leather
effect)

○ Let dry

○ Ss trim edges of card of any overhanging tissue
paper

○ Ss paint the tissue paper with white gesso primer

○ Let dry

○ Ss decorate with glued string patterns on the
outside

○ Ss paint the outside of the journal cover with
brown paint

○ Let dry

○ Ss decorate with anything the school has like gold
metal fasteners, split pins for studs, crystal gem
stickers, etc.

○ Ss glue a ribbon horizontally along the middle of
the cover interior with enough left on both sides to
tie shut (see here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fwjYFUFxNHg)

○ Ss fold one A4 light brown/yellow card and glue
into the interior of the cover (over back of
fasteners and ribbon). They can add the name of
their character here and decorate as they wish

These steps have been taken from these videos:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IPDKLY4P6S4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fwjYFUFxNHg

End of class
● T could ask teams to bring in some more props from

home to support gameplay in the next class. Props that

https://www.amazon.es/autoadhesivas-Rhinestone-Sticker-Multicolor-Stickers/dp/B07NZZPLMG/ref=asc_df_B07NZZPLMG/?tag=googshopes-21&linkCode=df0&hvadid=351566358210&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=7077095136860270828&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9061035&hvtargid=pla-700426477621&psc=1
https://www.amazon.es/autoadhesivas-Rhinestone-Sticker-Multicolor-Stickers/dp/B07NZZPLMG/ref=asc_df_B07NZZPLMG/?tag=googshopes-21&linkCode=df0&hvadid=351566358210&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=7077095136860270828&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9061035&hvtargid=pla-700426477621&psc=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fwjYFUFxNHg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IPDKLY4P6S4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fwjYFUFxNHg
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work well are:

○ old leather/fabric bags/ satchels/ rucksacks, one
per team, so that teams can use them as their
adventuring bag to keep their maps, crystal story
rune pouch, and gold in.

○ Old, out of circulation coins to simulate gold and a
pouch to keep them in.
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Lesson plan 3 (3 hours over 2 x 1h30min sessions)

Objectives:
● Check understanding of rules of gameplay
● Play episode 1 as team play
● Fast finishers complete extra, creative journal pages
● Set up reading of lone-adventuring episode 2 for homework

Teaching Materials needed:

❏ Storyhaven Powerpoint on IWB

❏ Class set of tablets - three per team (make sure they’re charged)

❏ Rulebook PDF

❏ Episode 1 for SS to play on team tablets (accessed via a link on
students page, so pin up the QR code to students page in class)

❏ QR CODES to Episode 2 to be played by Ss for homework. T
prints off, guillotines and hands one out to Ss at end of class.

❏ Optional: send out Lone adventuring episode 2 email to parents
to encourage support for independent reading at home task

❏ Maps of the town - one per Ss

❏ Crystal story runes to be kept by the teacher

❏ Adventure journals

❏ Worksheet journal pages 5-8 & 15, one per SS; 17-23
OPTIONAL extension tasks for fast finishers (plus pages
already completed 0-4).

❏ Any props that children have brought in to support gameplay
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Lesson step &
timing

Materials
needed

Procedure

Before class Crystal story
runes

● T transfers the team sets of 10 crystal runes to plastic
bags or cups, so that teams can have the empty pouch -
at the end of this session each team will be awarded 5 of
their crystals with 5 different symbols on - which symbols
are not important as long as they are different)

● check that class set of tablets are charged up

1)

Initiate
immersion in
the experience

Reacquaint
themselves
with the player
characters
they created.

Seat in teams

Essential

10 mins

Storyhaven
Powerpoint

+

Storyhaven
Powerpoint
Version 2

Rulebook
PDF

(open on
IWB)

The maps of
the town

● If the Ss like it, have the lights dimmed when the students
(Ss) enter the classroom with the Storyhaven Powerpoint
open on the IWB at the front of the class to pg. 3, with the
sound effect of howling wind playing over the classroom
speakers (this will start when you turn from page 1).

● When Ss are settled, T opens Storyhaven Powerpoint
Version 2 open on the IWB. Two clicks will bring up the
Storyhaven logo.

● T tells Ss they are going to listen to a sound and guess
what is happening. T clicks once more to start sound
effect. It will stop automatically when finished. Ss
feedback ideas. T clicks once more to turn page and
bring up the avalanche and woolly mammoth illustration
and Ss look at it while listening to the sound effect again.
It is a scene from the episode they are going to play.

● T triggers Ss pre-imagining by asking:

○ What’s happening in the picture?

○ What started the avalanche?

○ How are the mammoths feeling?

○ Where do you think this is on your map?

● Put Ss into the 5 player Storyhaven teams they were
assigned in lesson 1 and seat them around a desk so
that they are facing each other to stimulate social
discussion. Sometimes noise in the classroom can be an
issue during gameplay with so many teams reading the
episode out aloud. Trustworthy teams might be allowed to
take their tablets and find a quieter space to play in the
school or school library.
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● Ss should also have at their tables:

○ their maps of the town

○ Their adventure journals with pages for reference

○ the empty pouch for the crystal runestones they
are going to win

○ any props they brought from home

2)

Understand
the rules of
gameplay

Essential

10 mins

Rulebook
PDF

(open on
IWB)

Journal
pages 5-7

● Hand out worksheet journal pages 5-8. Read Rulebook
PDF on IWB from pg.4 to end together as a whole class
and answer any SS queries. Remind Ss they can access
this rulebook at any time from the students page.

● Hand out Journal pages 5-7. Ensure Ss have a pencil
and a rubber to keep a track of their stamina, gold,
reputation totals and their provisions and belongings in
their adventure journals.

3)

Gameplay:
episode 1

Essential

2h45 mins

QR code to
students
page to pin
up on a
class wall

Episode 1

Worksheet
journal page
8

● T hands out 3 tablets per team (and notes down which
tablet gave to which Ss) and emphasises:

○ The team leader for each turn (the one reading out
loud) will have the master tablet which will record
the team’s true position in the episode - this should
be passed between team leaders). The other 4 Ss
can follow along on 2 reading support tablets, one
per pair.

○ Ss should take it in turns to read out one passage
of the episode each. They are the team leader if
that turn includes a decision, taking opinions from
their companions, but taking the final decision
themselves.

○ Ss should try to think about what the character
they created would do and about the skills their
character has when making decisions.

○ Ss should be careful to choose the same decision
on all of their team’s 3 tablets, so that they
advance together through the story and don’t get
lost.

*If a S gets lost it will most likely be on one of the reading
support tablets. “Lost” tablets should be retired from
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gameplay with Ss refocusing on the team leader and the
master tablet. The tablets can be used again in
subsequent episodes.

● Ss open episode 1 on their tablets from the link on the
students page (scan QR code to this page posted up at
front of class or type https://storyhaven.app/student/ into
browser):

● Ss play Episode 1 together in teams:

● Synopsis:

Ss find Bronagh Volkova, the chief Perimeter Fence
Guard. Mammoths attack the watchtower, then stampede
towards the Crystal Cavern, causing an avalanche into
town. The boy of the ice appears, trying to steal
Bronagh’s story, but Ss take her rune stones first.

● Teacher circulates and encourages Ss to read slowly and
clearly with an exciting storytelling tone, helps with
comprehension, motivates teams to discuss each
situation they face before making decisions, and ensures
Ss are keeping a track of their stamina, reputation and
gold in their adventure journals.

● T should encourage Ss to guess more difficult vocabulary
from context, but if this is proving inhibitive, one S from
each team could be made The Dictionary Master, in
charge of interpreting the mystical power of words for
their companions.

● Towards the end of the episode, Ss will need to record
the ice clues they find (on the sleeves of their coats) on
worksheet journal page 8. The episode guides them
through solving the riddle of the ice clues together as a
team. Answer: the first letters of all 9 ice images - cat,
angel, snowflake, and the six mentioned by the
shaman before Ss entered the portal in episode 1
(jewel, ring, frog, kite, owl, tree) - rearranged, spell
jackfrost.

● Ensure Ss write this down somewhere (all lowercase, no
space between jack and frost) as they will use it later at
home in lone adventuring episode 2 to unlock a secret
video message from the shaman.

● T awards each team five crystal rune stones from their
store (they will ask you for this) for saving Bronagh’s
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story. They will need to copy their symbols onto
worksheet journal page 15. They can choose which
symbol is best for each meaning - this gets them thinking
about literacy and why letters/symbols are associated
with certain meanings.

● So that T can know how much of the episode each team
has left to play, they can ask Ss:

○ Has the mammoth charged the watchtower yet? (If
yes, <75% left)

○ Have the herd of mammoths stampeded to the
north of the town yet? (If yes, <50% left)

○ Has the avalanche started yet? (If yes, <65% left)

○ Are you in the theatre yet? (If yes, <80% left)

● Ideally Ss would be given the time they needed to finish
the episode, while fast finishers complete the extra
journal pages. But if any teams don’t finish the episode in
the available time, the T should put the team’s tablets
aside. If they are given exactly the same tablets another
day, and click on the link on the students page, the
episode will remember where they were in the game (Ss
will see a blue “Continue where I left off” link, which they
will have to click on). This won’t work if anybody deletes
the browser history of the tablets.

4) Fast
finishers
Optional

Worksheet
journal
pages 17-24

● Teams who finish fast can choose to complete any of
worksheet journal pages 17-24. These might be
displayed on a table at the front of class, so that Ss can
browse them all and choose which they would like to
complete. Ss can also return to work on pages 1-4.

End of class

Set homework

Episode 2 ● T explains that Ss have completed day one of their
adventure into Storyhaven’s past. There is one more day
of adventuring that they will go on together as a team, but
before that there is a lone adventuring episode they can
go on at home and then recount to their companions next
day at school. This offers Ss the chance to explore the
town of Storyhaven on their own, adventuring to places of
town that interest them or follow characters who have
caught their eye. It also provide the main opportunity
to buy new items, provisions, weapons and skills that
can be used in the next day’s gameplay (this as well
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as not letting your team down should be used to
encourage Ss to engage with this lone adventuring
episode, which might be transformative in terms of
literacy habits for reluctant readers, although it is not
essential to continuing with gameplay).

● T hands out QR code to Episode 2, one per SS and
emphasises that if they play on the same device various
times over the weekend it will remember where they are
in the episode. T could send out Lone adventuring
episode 2 email to parents to encourage parental
support.

● Ss can take their maps and adventure journals home, but
need to bring them back to school in time for the next
episode of group  gameplay. T should emphasise that Ss
can consult their map while playing episode 2 at home to
trace where their adventures in town take them.

● Shared props like crystals, adventure bags and gold can
be kept at school.
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Support for teachers and where to direct any questions

Teachers’ use of Storyhaven in the classroom can be supported by online
CPD sessions, delivered via Zoom, for as many teachers of the school as
can attend.

Direct any questions to:

info@wonderspun.co.uk

mailto:garethosborne@bristol.ac.uk
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Glossary of key concepts in the Storyhaven world:

Crystal story runes: runestones are stones or crystals that have a symbol engraved
on them. In human history they have often been believed to hold supernatural
powers and can be used to reveal knowledge about the past, present and future of
the world. In the game, the story shamans award a set of 5 crystal runes to a
member of the town when his/her story becomes popular and enters into Storyhaven
legend. Each of the crystal runes has a symbol that represents something important
in that person’s story, so that they will never forget their tale and always retell it in
enchanting new ways. It is these crystal rune stones that are mysteriously
disappearing, causing the amnesia that is affecting the town as Storyhaveners forget
the stories their crystal runes contained and which were so important to their family
identities.

The story shamans are the guardians of the crystal cavern above the town, a sacred
place covered in ancient cave paintings, where humans have long gathered to tell
stories together. Over the centuries the crystals of the cavern have become
sensitised to human stories and now emit warmth and light when stories are told
around them. These crystals are extremely important to Storyhaven life. They are
awarded to townsfolk to help honour their stories. They are also used to fuel the
town’s fablehearths (iron stoves with piles of glowing crystals instead of wooden
logs), which keep the town warm and free of ice. Someone is stealing the crystal
story runes of key members of the town, which is causing them to forget the town’s
stories and the crystals to lose their power. This is one of the reasons for the
encroaching ice that is creeping back into the town from the ice wastes.

The fablestone is a commemorative tablet of stone in the centre of the town square
that contains Storyhaven’s origin story, how the first travellers discovered the crystal
cavern and decided to found the town (Ss will hear this later in the experience).

The ice wastes are the immense, flat, snowy plains of the next ice-age that
surrounds Storyhaven and the mountain glacier, across which the first founding
travellers walked until they discovered the crystal cavern and decided to build the
town.

The town has five guilds. Children will choose which one to belong to when they
design their own player character. The guilds are sledgers, perimeter fence guards,
inventafixers, braggarts, and glacier striders.

Adventure journals: the children will have made these with their teacher to keep all of
the stories, character designs, drawings and game records in during the experience.

https://storyhaven.app/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/crys.jpeg
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Character list: alphabetically by first name

Bjorn Mashmaker: landlord and chef of the Bison’s Nostril Tavern, where players
sleep throughout their adventure. Husband of Jamila Petite.

Bronagh Volkova: the head perimeter guard, manning the fence that protects the
town from bandits and the wild animals of the wastes. Players
meet her during the mammoth stampede in episode 3 and save
her crystal story runes.

Demothi Nicklemas: the head shaman of Storyhaven, guardian of the town’s stories
and the crystal cavern. Honours members of the town whose
stories become especially popular with crystal rune stones to
help them remember their tale.

Genghis Davinci: the proprietor of the Dapper Reindeer Tailors, where players can
buy a new outfit during lone evening adventuring episode 4.

Experience Brown: a braggart, who likes to bet on Fablewrestling. Players meet him
during lone evening adventuring episode 2.

Fabiano Earsinger: the town bard, who nobody likes to hear sing. Players meet him
at the Fablewrestling contest during lone evening adventuring
episode 2.

Hans Christian Xinping: a scientist who has recently lost his runes, forgotten himself
and wandered out onto the ice wastes. The town is still looking
for him.

Hulda Micklesmith: the proprietor of the general store, where players can buy
provisions and items during the lone evening adventuring
episodes to be played at home.

Jabir Copernicus: the town’s astronomer. He mans the town observatory, which is
also his home, where he studies the stars and aurora with his
wife Leena, daughter Ama and son Rasheed. Players meet
them during the lone evening adventuring episode 4.
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Jamila Petite: landlady of the Bison’s Nostril Tavern, where players sleep
throughout their adventure. Wife of Bjorn Mashmaker.

Jack Frost: the antagonist. A boy who was abandoned on the mountain by
his starving family when he was a baby. The glacier took him
into its heart and helped him survive, but he has since hated
the town and the warm community and is now stealing the
stories he has always been excluded from hearing. His is the
icy hand that nearly steals Tomoko’s runes in episode 1; he
appears surfing down through the avalanche, hunting
Bronagh’s runes in episode 3; and he turns into an ice monster
and attacks the town in episode 5 after players betray him.
Finally, the town’s storytelling turns him back into a normal boy
and he returns to the community.

Little Bill: an enormous, thuggish, but kind-hearted perimeter fence guard, who takes
players to meet his boss, Bronagh Volkova, in episode 3.

Lapsacker Mullenbrunt: a sledger and champion luge racer. Players drop into the
path of his sledge at the start of episode 1, and race him and
Zora at the luge track during the lone evening adventuring
episode 4.

Sasha Van Basten: Tomoko’s girlfriend, a glacier strider and proprietor of the Tern’s
Rest herbologist shop. Players meet her on the procession to
the crystal cavern to honour Tomoko’s lost story during lone
evening adventuring episode 2.

Theodopolis Makepeace: the mayor of the town. He makes a speech in the prologue
calling for volunteers to travel back into the past to save the
story. Players also meet him in the shaman ward at the start of
episode 1, and at the end of episode 5.

Tomoko Thunderwhip: the town’s head sledger, leader of the Storyhaven postal
express, a caravan of sledges that braves the dangers of the
wilds to deliver packages to neighbouring towns. Players save
her crystal story runes in episode 1.
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Uzma McConnor: the town’s head scientist, inventor of the crystal time portal.
Players meet her in the shaman’s igloo at the start of episode
1. She dies at the hands of the ice monster, trying to keep the
portal open for players to return to the present at the start of
episode 5.

Zora Grimm: The adopted daughter of the popular town storytellers, The
Sisters Grimm, Zora is also a luge racer. Players meet her at
the luge track during the lone evening adventuring episode 4.


